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QUESTION 1

What is the difference between using the Call and Branch methods in an activity step to invoke other activities? 

A. Branch overrides the security restrictions of the called activity allowing you to easily test code; it will not run in
production. 

B. Branch creates a new thread to allow asynchronous processing, while Call runs in the thread from it was invoked. 

C. Call provides more robust debugging capability than Branch, while Branch provides better run-time performance. 

D. Call returns to the originating activity, while Branch skips the remainder of the originating activity. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Based on the information in the chart. If you execute the rule when .Dept=Engineering. Which version does Pega use? 

A. 01-01-01, None 

B. 01-01-35 

C. 01-01-01, .Dept=Engineering 

D. 01-01-20, .Dept=Engineering 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3
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For what reason would you configure an Access Deny record? 

A. To prevent users from updating cases during a particular stage of the case life cycle. 

B. To prevent users from deleting attachments to a case. 

C. To prevent users from performing a specific flow action. 

D. To explicitly prevent users from deleting cases to satisfy a company policy. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A new system architect questions the value of allowing attachments to cases. What would be your best response? 

A. Pega provides attachment functionality out-of-the-box, so it must be important. 

B. Attachments can provide additional information required to process a case. 

C. Adding attachments to cases is the method of choice for storing case documentation. 

D. Case flow is dependent on attachments because attachments provide information essential to a case. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three statements are valid about configuring Pega Web Mashups? (Choose Three) 

A. Customize the display size of your mashup through the data-page-resizetype attribute. 

B. Keep the original names of default actions in mashup code to prevent security risks. 

C. Add a list of trusted domains in your applications that you want to use the mashup in. 

D. Use the integration wizard to generate mashup code for use in external systems. 

E. Only create one DIV element in the hosting web page per Pega gadget. 

Correct Answer: ACD 
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